Elementary drawing
Young Rembrandts
Drawing Classes for Kids

STRAWBERRY KNOLL ELEMENTARY  Sponsored by the PTA
We’re celebrating the New Year in style! Young Rembrandts Winter lessons are kicking off with African Masks, the Statue of Liberty and a Winter Rabbit. Every month YR students draw a complex Art History piece and this season we’re highlighting Andy Warhol! Artists will be learning core art skills while boosting self-confidence and social development. We can’t wait to draw with you!

(classes)
Wednesday
3:40 - 4:40 p.m.
1/12/22 - 3/30/22
K-5th Grade

($ tuition)
Easy Payment options for 12 weeks:
- $67 upon registering plus
2 monthly payments of $55
- Pay in full $177

(enrollment)
ENROLL ONLINE at
www.youngrembrandts.com/md

ALL NEW LESSONS EVERY SESSION!

Save your time and a stamp. ENROLL ONLINE at:
www.youngrembrandts.com/md

‘These materials are neither sponsored nor endorsed by the Board of Education, the Superintendent, or this school.’

YOUNG REMBRANDTS provides all classroom supplies and a trained instructor.
Classes are held immediately after school at the school. Parents are responsible for transportation at class end.

www.youngrembrandts.com/md  301-620-2995  marsha.garcia@youngrembrandts.com